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a b s t r a c t
A variable-wavelength Kretschmann conﬁguration surface plasmon resonance (SPR) apparatus with
angle scanning is presented. The setup provides the possibility of selecting the optimum wavelength with
respect to the properties of the metal layer of the sensorchip, sample matrix, and biomolecular interaction
of interest. Monitoring SPR curves over a wide angular range (39◦ ) permits simultaneous determination
of the total internal reﬂection angle (TIR), the resonance angle, and the intensity and width of the SPR
dip, which are essential parameters for measuring binding events and achieving optimum sensitivity. The
new apparatus was evaluated by recording full SPR curves at different wavelengths ranging from 600 to
890 nm using sensor surfaces of silver, gold and gold with deposited silicon oxide, aluminum oxide, titanium oxide and indium tin oxide which were exposed to air and an aqueous solution of sodium chloride.
Clear wavelength dependencies of sensor-material resonance angles and SPR-dip widths were demonstrated. In order to investigate the capability of the system to probe molecular binding to different sensor
surfaces, the layer-by-layer adsorption of charged polyelectrolytes was monitored in angular scanning
mode at 600, 670, 785, and 890 nm. Although at longer wavelengths lower angular shifts were observed
as result of layer deposition, the sharper dip, wider detection window and better signal-to-noise ratios
at these wavelengths can be beneﬁcial for binding studies. The applicability for biosensing was tested
by immobilizing human serum albumin (HSA) on an aluminum-oxide-coated gold sensor using a new
procedure and measuring the binding of anti-HSA antibodies at the optimal wavelength (890 nm) in
angular-scanning and ﬁxed-angle mode. The HSA biosensor showed negligible non-speciﬁc interaction
and yielded almost ten times better sensitivity than obtained with a conventional gold-dextran-based
sensor operated at 670/785 nm. Analysis of anti-HSA samples pre-incubated with different concentrations of HSA allowed measurement of the IC50 value. The reported data demonstrate the usefulness of
the presented variable-wavelength angle-scanning SPR instrument, permitting continuous recording of
full SPR curves in time at any selected wavelength in the 600–890 nm range using a sensor material of
choice.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: j.kool@vu.nl (J. Kool).
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0925-4005/© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is a fast optical technique
allowing the sensitive detection of refractive index changes at the
very near vicinity (within 200 nm) of a thin metal layer [1]. Most
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commercially available SPR systems utilize a Kretschmann conﬁguration, which basically comprises a prism with a thin metal ﬁlm
on the bottom side. When a plane-polarized light beam propagates
in the prism, at an incident angle larger than the critical angle, total
internal reﬂection (TIR) will occur and an evanescent wave (EW) is
formed. Depending on the incident angle, the EW can excite delocalized electrons in the metal layer causing SPR and a decrease of
the intensity of reﬂected light is observed. The resonance angle at
which the reﬂected intensity is minimal is sensitive to the refractive
index of the medium close to the metal side, but also depends on the
wavelength of the incident light and the metal characteristics. Thin
gold and silver ﬁlms of about 50 nm are frequently used materials
to generate SPs [2]. Other materials that support SP waves include
aluminum, copper, palladium, cobalt, nickel, vanadium, chromium,
tungsten and some semiconductors [3].
The most commonly used SPR system, BIAcore, uses the light
of a 633 nm or 760-nm He-Ne laser focused onto the sensorchip
[4]. The reﬂected light is monitored by an array detector allowing continuous determination of the resonance angle. Plotting the
shift of the resonance angle against time in a sensorgram indicates
local refractive index changes caused by the probed medium [5–8].
With a multi-parametric SPR instrument (Bionavis) the intensity of
the reﬂected laser light is detected in fast angular-scan mode (scan
speed: 8◦ s−1 ) in real time. This setup continuously provides full
SPR curves (intensity vs. incident angle) over a 39◦ wide range, and
thus allows detailed monitoring of changes in the position (resonance angle), shape, width and intensity of the SPR curve. The
wide-angle range also permits measurements on different sensor
metals and inorganic materials deposited on gold exposed to both
gaseous and liquid media. Two laser sources (670 and 785 nm) are
available for SPR measurements using this system [9–11].
In order to achieve optimum SPR performance and sensitivity
with various sensor materials and types of samples, the possibility to freely select light of the appropriate wavelength would be
advantageous. Using a Kretschmann conﬁguration, Homola et al.
reported on the real-time monitoring of the intensity of reﬂected
light as a function of wavelength instead of incident angle [12,13].
The light of a halogen source (550–950 nm) was applied at a ﬁxed
angle and a spectral analyzer was used to determine the wavelength of minimum reﬂection [13]. Using a similar setup, Eum et al.
obtained a more sensitive detection of small molecules as compared to conventional SPR [14]. Nelson and co-workers used low
power diode and He-Ne laser sources to measure the ﬁlm thickness in the near-infrared range (NIR) at 814 and 1152 nm. They
reported that at these longer wavelengths the SPR curves were
sharpened greatly as compared to 632.8 nm, and despite doubling
of the excitation wavelength, no loss in sensitivity in the ﬁlm
thickness measurement was observed allowing measurement of
thicker ﬁlms. Using NIR also simpliﬁes the SPR measurements for
molecules with absorption bands in the visible region [15]. So far,
most of the reported SPR studies employing variable wavelengths
were concerned with optimizing the thickness of the sensor metal
ﬁlm for speciﬁc analyses [15–22]. An SPR report on the use of sensors of gold and silicon oxide deposited on gold in combination with
two wavelengths from a He-Ne laser (623.8 and 545.0 nm) emphasized the effect of wavelength on the Q-factor, which represents
the conﬁnement of plasmons and thus the width of the intensity
dip in the SPR curve [23].
We combined a white light source and monochromator from a
spectrophotometer with a multi-parametric SPR device to enable
real-time incident angle scanning (39–78 degrees) at wavelengths
ranging from 500 to 890 nm (Fig. 1). The new instrument was
evaluated by studying the effect of the wavelength on SPR curves
obtained for different sensor materials exposed to both air and
aqueous media. Probing of molecular adsorption/binding was
tested by deposition of polyelectrolyte multilayers on different
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sensors, while assessing the SPR curve shape, resonance angle
shift, signal-to-noise ratio, sensitivity and angular detection window at several wavelengths. Biosensing capabilities of the SPR
system were investigated by producing human serum albumin
(HSA)-immobilized sensors and measuring the binding of polyclonal anti-HSA antibodies to the SPR sensorchips. For the HSA
protein immobilization, a derivatization chemistry on an aluminum
oxide coated gold sensor was used.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Chemicals and reagents
Sodium chloride, poly sodium 4-styrenesulfonate (PSS), polyallylamine hydrochloride (PAH), polyethylenimine (PEI), lysozyme,
human serum albumin (HSA), sulfuric acid, hydrogen peroxide, ethanol (anhydrous), (3-aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES),
dry acetonitrile, triethyamine (TEA), carbonyldiimidazole (CDI),
sodium borate, sodium hydroxide solution 50% in water,
ethanolamine hydrochloride, hellmanex cleaning solution, phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and anti-human albumin antibody
produced in rabbit (whole antiserum) were purchased from SigmaAldrich (Steinheim, Germany). Acetone was from Biosolve B.V.
(Valkenswaard, the Netherlands) or J.T. Baker (Deventer, the
Netherlands). HPLC grade water was produced by a Milli-Q puriﬁcation system from Millipore (Amsterdam, the Netherlands).
2.2. Variable-wavelength SPR instrument
An SPR setup allowing wavelength selection (500–890 nm) and
real-time angle scanning (39-78◦ ) was constructed by combining
the excitation module of an FP-1520 ﬂuorescence detector of Jasco
(Ijsselstein, the Netherlands) with a multi-parametric MP-SPR Navi
210A instrument of BioNavis (Tampere, Finland) (Fig. 1). An XBO
Xenon lamp (150W/1OFR) of OSRAM (Munich, Germany) was used
as a light source from which the wavelength for SPR measurement
was selected using the excitation monochromator with the spectral bandwidth ﬁxed at 18 nm. The light was directed outside the
detector via a plane mirror mounted on the position of the cuvette
holder and then transferred to the SPR instrument using an F240FC780 package of Thorlabs (Dachau/Munich, Germany) comprising a
50-m multimode optical ﬁber and two dedicated lenses. The light
leaving the ﬁber is led through an LPVISE2 × 2 polarizer of Thorlabs onto the triangular 60◦ prism facing the sensor surface. The
intensity of the reﬂected light was measured with the standard
photodetector housed in the Bionavis system. Commercially available Bionavis MP-SPR Navi Control software was slightly modiﬁed
(version 3.0.2) and used for data collection.
2.3. Sensor materials, surface modiﬁcations and SPR analyses
2.3.1. Sensor materials
The sensors used in this study were purchased from BioNavis
(Tampere, Finland). Ion-beam assisted evaporation [24] was used
to deposit the metals on 0.55-mm glass soda lime substrate, with
2-nm chromium as an adhesion layer. In addition to one-line quartz
crystal microbalance as a standard quality control tool for the
evaporation deposition process, a BioNavis SPR-Navi instrument
and optical modelling of the SPR data was used for deﬁning the
thickness of the metal layers [25,26]. Metal oxide sensors were
manufactured using an accurate atomic layer deposition (ALD) process [27]. No additional thickness veriﬁcation steps were made for
the metal oxide layers. The following SPR sensor materials with
indicated thicknesses from BioNavis were used: gold (48 nm), silver (50 nm), and 50-nm gold with, respectively, 12 nm silicon oxide,
5 nm aluminum oxide, 5 nm titanium oxide or 10 nm indium tin
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the variable wavelength SPR setup with angular scanning allowing the recording of full SPR curves in real time at any selected wavelength ranging
from 500 to 890 nm. The SPR curves in air and in liquid media appear at angles lower and higher than 55 ◦ , respectively, as demonstrated in the ﬁgure for 670 nm.

oxide. For the adhesion of the oxides on the gold surface, a 2-nm
layer of chrome was used. Full SPR curves (angular range, 39-78◦ )
were recorded at 500, 550, 600, 650, 670, 700, 750, 785, 800, 850
and 890 nm for all sensor materials exposed to both air and to
0.15 M sodium chloride in water.
2.3.2. Sensors with polyelectrolyte layers
The sequential adsorption of polyelectrolytes on the various
sensor materials was monitored at 600, 670, 785 and 890 nm.
The liquid ﬂow rate over the sensor chip was set at 50 L/min
allowing efﬁcient polyelectrolyte adsorption and the ﬂow cell was
kept at 20 ◦ C. Before applying the polyelectrolyte layers, the sensor surfaces were cleaned twice with 5% Hellmanex solution for
4 min and then equilibrated with 0.15 M sodium chloride (running electrolyte) until a stable baseline was obtained. Subsequently,
polyelectrolyte layers were applied by successively ﬂushing solutions of 0.1 mg/ml PEI, PSS, PAH, PSS and PAH in running electrolyte
for 4 min each while monitoring the SPR signal at one speciﬁc
wavelength. Next, solutions of lysozyme and HSA (both 1 mg/ml)
in running electrolyte were successively ﬂushed over the ﬁvepolyelectrolyte layer for 4 min while measuring the SPR output.
Sensorgrams (SPR resonance angle shift vs. time) were recorded for
each tested wavelength and sensor material. Sensor surfaces were
regenerated by ﬂushing with 1% Hellmanex solution for 4 min.
2.3.3. Aluminum oxide sensor with immobilized HSA
HSA was immobilized covalently onto an aluminum oxide sensor surface according to a reported method for immobilization of
enzymes on a nanoporous aluminum oxide (NAO) [28]. NAO is a
self-organized material easily manufactured by anodization of thin
aluminum foils. The aluminum oxide surface was ﬁrst hydroxylated
ofﬂine by exposure to a mixture of 30% hydrogen peroxide and concentrated sulfuric acid (1:3, v/v) for 5 min, rinsed with water and
ethanol, and then stored in anhydrous ethanol. The surface wettability was determined by contact angle measurements done in a
similar way as W.J. Kim et al. [29].
Next, the surface was silanized by immersion in 10 mL dry acetonitrile containing 200 L APTES in a 50-mL round bottom ﬂask
for 1 h. After subsequent addition of 200 L trimethylamine, the
sensor was incubated for 2 h at 25 ◦ C while shaking at 200 rpm
and then taken out of the solution and dried under a stream of air.
Subsequently, the sensor was heated at 120 ◦ C for 30 min and the
surface was successively washed with ethanol, water and acetone,
and then dried at 120 ◦ C for 1 h. In the next step, the amino groups
on the sensor surface were activated with 0.5 g CDI and 200 L
trimethylamine in 5 mL acetonitrile for 1 h at 25 ◦ C, while shaking at 200 rpm. The surface was successively washed with ethanol,
water and acetone, and thoroughly dried at 120 ◦ C for 30 min. The
activated surface was then exposed to a solution of HSA in 25 mM
borate (pH 9) for 20–24 h at room temperature. Finally, the sur-

face was rinsed with PBS and deactivated with 1 M ethanolamine
hydrochloride (pH 8.5) for 1 h at room temperature, and again
rinsed with PBS. The binding of anti-HSA to the HSA-immobilized
aluminum oxide sensor was monitored using the new SPR setup
at 890 nm using both angular-scan and ﬁxed-angle mode. The SPR
ﬂow rate was 30 L/min in order to allow good protein–protein
interaction and the sensor cell was thermostated at 20 ◦ C. AntiHSA was analysed in the concentration range of 0.1–100 g/ml, in
duplicate, for 7 min per concentration tested. After each analysis,
the sensor surface was regenerated (for removing bound anti-HSA)
by ﬂushing with 50 mM sodium hydroxide for 1 min. Kinetic constants were calculated using TraceDrawer software (version 1.7;
Ridgeview Instruments, Vange, Sweden). Afﬁnity curves were plotted using GraphPad PRISM Software (San Diego, CA, USA).
3. Results and discussion
The overall performance of the new SPR system was studied
by (i) evaluating the SPR properties of different sensor materials
as function of wavelength, (ii) investigating molecular binding on
different sensor surfaces at different wavelengths using polyelectrolytes as test compounds, and (iii) demonstrating applicability
through a model assay probing antibody-protein interactions
employing a new aluminum-oxide-based sensor in combination
with a wavelength of 890 nm.
3.1. SPR curves for different sensor materials at variable
wavelength
In order to investigate the potential of the new system, full SPR
curves were recorded at 11 selected wavelengths for six different
sensor materials exposed to both air and an electrolyte solution
(Fig. 2). The TIR, the intensity and width of the SPR dip (i.e. the
negative peak in the SPR curve), and the resonance angles were
determined. The tested sensor materials were gold, silver, and silicon oxide, aluminum oxide, titanium oxide and indium tin oxide
deposited on gold. The tested wavelengths were between 500 and
890 nm (from 500 nm in 50 nm increments), also including 670 and
785 nm since these are employed in the original multi-parametric
SPR instrument. The TIR angle predominantly depends on the difference in refractive index of the prism material and the probed
medium. For all tested wavelengths, the TIR angle of the different
sensor materials evaluated was 41.3 ± 0.1 ◦ and 61.2 ± 0.1 ◦ when
exposed to air and electrolyte solution, respectively. Hence, the
TIR angle indeed was virtually independent on wavelength. When
exposed to air, for all sensor materials the SPR curves were observed
below an incident angle of 55◦ , whereas for the liquid samples the
curves were positioned above 55 ◦ (Fig. 2). At 500 and 550 nm, no
SPR curves were observed. Indeed, for gold at wavelengths shorter
than 520 nm the plasmons are not excited, precluding SPR [30].

D. Lakayan et al. / Sensors and Actuators B 259 (2018) 972–979
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Fig. 2. SPR curves for the sensor materials gold (a), silver (b), aluminum oxide (c), indium tin oxide (d), silicon oxide (e), and titanium oxide exposed to air (39-55◦ ) and to
NaCl pH 9 electrolyte solution (55-78◦ ) recorded at 600, 650, 670, 700, 750, 785, 800, 850 and 890 nm.

Moreover, for incident light with wavelengths shorter than 630 nm,
the resonance angle observed for the liquid samples may occur
outside the angular range covered by the instrument (upper limit,
78◦ ).
The experimentally obtained SPR curves at 600–890 nm using
gold as sensor material are depicted in the supporting information
in Fig. S1a. The full-width at half minimum (FWHM) of the SPR dips
showed a wavelength dependency. The FWHM in the experimental SPR curves decreased with longer wavelengths of the incident
light (Fig. S2), which is in correspondence with theoretical calculations. The sensor materials showed a decrease in FWHM for the NIR
wavelengths (750–890 nm) when compared to the visible range
(600–700 nm). The narrower SPR curves can be explained by the
lower attenuation of the surface plasmon wave at longer wavelengths [21]. A sharper SPR dip allows more accurate determination
of the resonance angle. Other potential advantages of using NIR
light for SPR measurements is that it is less likely to be absorbed by
probed molecules [15,31] and it penetrates deeper into the sample
than light of shorter wavelengths [32].
From the SPR curves recorded for the sensor materials exposed
to air and electrolyte solution, the resonance angles were measured as a function of wavelength. All materials showed a decrease
of resonance angle with increasing wavelength (see supporting
information Fig. S3). The angle decline was most pronounced in
the visible range (600–750 nm) and gradually lessened in the NIR
region to reach a plateau. However, the absolute resonance angle
values and the decline was signiﬁcantly different for the respective materials. For instance, when exposed to the liquid sample,
the resonance angles for silver and aluminum oxide at 600 nm
were 69.5 and 77.5◦ , respectively, which decreased to 63.5 (-6.0)
and 67.5 (-10.0) degrees, respectively, at 890 nm. The variation in
resonance angle among the sensor materials was the largest at
shorter wavelength, ranging respectively between 42 and 47.5 ◦

and between 64 and 78 ◦ for air and liquid samples at 600 nm. For
some materials, such as titanium oxide and aluminum oxide, the
resonance angles at 600 nm are relatively close to the upper limit
of the instrument, which restricts the dynamic angular range for
sample measurements and prohibits recording of full SPR curves.
At long wavelength (890 nm) the resonance angles of the tested
materials were in the much smaller range of 42–44 and 64–67 ◦ for
air and liquid, respectively. As adsorption or binding to the sensor
surface leads to a shift of the resonance angle to larger values, the
relatively low resonance angles as observed for the sensor materials at long wavelengths, in principle provides the instrument with
a larger dynamic angular range. In other words, the option to use
the incident light of e.g. 890 nm yields the possibility to cover a
larger range of refractive index changes induced by samples. Still,
the magnitude of the resonance angle is also wavelength dependent
and should be taken into account as well (see Section 3.2).
The SPR curves recorded at 670 and 785 nm for the gold sensor
material exposed to the electrolyte solution with the new instrument were compared with curves obtained using the standard
laser sources of the multi-parametric SPR instrument (Fig. S1b).
The curves obtained with the variable wavelength setup showed
very similar to the conventionally recorded SPR curves. The relative dip intensities and widths were similar. Based on SPR theory
(see Supporting information), the theoretical SPR curves were calculated for the sensor materials at different wavelengths (shown
for gold in Fig. S4). The experimental curves correlated well with
the theoretical ones, taking into account that the optical constants
of thin gold layers are usually somewhat different than those from
the bulk values. [28] Overall, these results demonstrate that the
setup with the Xenon source and monochromator reliably allows
measurement of full SPR curves at any wavelength between 600
and 890 nm.
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Fig. 3. Top: Schematic view of the successive layer-by-layer adsorption of the polyelectrolytes PEI, PSS, PAH, PSS and PAH, respectively, to a sensor surface, followed by
exposure to lysozyme and then to HSA. Bottom: SPR sensorgrams recorded at 600 (green), 670 (blue), 785 (red) and 890 (black) nm during the layer-by-layer adsorption of
the polyelectrolytes to the sensor surfaces of (a) gold, (b) silver, (c) aluminum oxide, (d) indium tin oxide, (e) silicon oxide, and (f) titanium oxide. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Chemistry of immobilization procedure (i.e. covalent derivatization) of HSA protein on the aluminum oxide sensor chip.

3.2. Probing polyelectrolyte adsorption on different sensor
materials by variable-wavelength SPR
In order to evaluate the SPR response upon molecular binding to the different sensor surfaces as a function of wavelength,
the adsorption of multiply-charged polymers (polyelectrolytes)
was monitored. Oppositely charged polymers, such as the positive polycations PEI and PAH, and the negative polyanion PSS,
can provide a convenient means to adhere successive molecular
layers to sensor surface materials in a controlled fashion. Strong
electrostatic interaction allows the formation of multiple polymer

layers of alternating charge. Solutions of PEI, PSS and PAH in 0.15 M
sodium chloride were subsequently ﬂushed over the six tested sensor materials (schematically depicted at the top of Fig. 3), while
recording the SPR signal in angular scanning mode at 600, 670,
785, and 890 nm. After applying ﬁve layers of charged polymers
(ending with PAH), solutions of lysozyme (pI 11.1) and HSA (pI,
4.7) [33] were subsequently injected. From these data, sensorgrams
(resonance angle shift vs. time) were constructed (Fig. 3a–f). The
stepwise adsorption of the polyelectrolytes was clearly monitored
by SPR. For all sensor materials, larger resonance angle shifts were
observed per layer when using the light of shorter wavelength. As
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Fig. 5. Sensorgrams constructed from SPR analyses at 890 nm of different concentrations of anti-HSA (0–100 g/ml) using (a) angular-scan mode and (b) ﬁxed-angle mode
(65.90◦ ) employing a HSA-aluminum oxide sensor chip.

the resonance angle is larger at a shorter wavelength (see Section
3.1), the resonance angle occurs relatively close to the upper limit
of the instrument and therefore measuring angle shifts might be
limited. This was most pronounced for the sensor materials gold,
silicon oxide and titanium oxide. Larger resonance shifts mean
higher SPR responses per amount of adsorbed material, which
seems favorable. However, as can be observed in Fig. 3, the level of
noise also was highest when using the shortest tested wavelength
of 600 nm. Therefore, from the sensorgrams signal-to-noise ratios
(S/Ns) were determined for the signals obtained after adsorption
of the ﬁfth layer (PAH) (see Supporting information Fig. S6). It was
found that for most sensor materials optimum S/Ns were obtained
at longer wavelengths (785 and 890 nm). The narrower dip widths
observed at longer wavelengths apparently lead to a more precise
(i.e. less noisy) determination of the resonance angle shift. Silver,
however, showed similar S/N values for all tested wavelengths. In
conclusion, although at longer wavelengths lower angular shifts
are observed as result of layer deposition, the sharper peaks (and
thus higher S/N ratios) and also their wider detection window can
be beneﬁcial for studying the binding of high-molecular-weight
analytes to the sensor surfaces. Multi-wavelength SPR detection
in principle also would allow calculation of the thickness of each
adsorbed layer, as previously shown for a polyelectrolyte adsorption study employing three wavelengths [26].
Upon injection of lysozyme, no shift of de resonance angle was
observed for all tested sensor materials and wavelengths. This was
expected as the ﬁfth layer of PAH is strongly positively charged,
preventing adsorption of the positively charged basic lysozyme by
electrostatic repulsion. In contrast, the overall negatively charged
HSA showed signiﬁcant adsorption to the PAH layer as indicated by
the increase of resonance angle for all sensor chip materials tested.
This also indicated that at longer wavelengths the sensor materials
show good potential for probing protein binding.
3.3. Probing antibody-protein binding by SPR using an aluminum
oxide sensor
For evaluation of the versatility and performance of the variable
wavelength SPR system, HSA was covalently immobilized on an
aluminum oxide sensor surface and the binding of anti-HSA was
assessed at 890 nm. The new immobilization procedure is depicted
in Fig. 4 and described in Section 2.3.3. Brieﬂy, the aluminum oxide
surface was hydroxylated. [29] The contact angle tests showed a
higher contact angle of the water droplet with the hydroxylated
surface (in comparison with the untreated surface) implying the
more hydrophobic surface condition due to the presence of oxide

groups only (see supporting information, Fig. S7.) After covalent
attachment of APTES [28,34–36], the surface was activated with
CDI to form aminosilane that allowed coupling of protein (HSA in
our case) via its N-terminus and lysine residues.
Serial dilutions of a polyclonal anti-HSA sample (0–666 nM)
were analysed with the SPR setup at 890 nm using the aluminum
oxide-HSA sensor. Constructed sensorgrams (resonance angle shift
vs. time) obtained using angular scan mode clearly indicate reproducible concentration-dependent binding (Fig. 5a). From the data
obtained, the association constant ka = 5.58E + 3 (M*s)−1 and dissociation constant kd = 2.51E-4 (s−1 ) were determined from which the
dissociation constant KD = 4.30E-8 (M) was retrieved. Binding could
be detected down to concentrations of 0.6 nM of anti-HSA, which is
about 10 times more sensitive than reported for SPR measurements
of anti-HSA binding to immobilized HSA using traditional Bionavis
angular-scanning mode SPR with a conventional carboxymethyl
dextran gold sensor. The larger penetration depth of the evanescent
wave at 890 nm and the more rigid sensor surface (as compared to
the hydrogel) probably add to the higher molar response obtained
with the HSA-aluminum oxide sensor.
In order to compare the sensitivity of the SPR system in angle
scanning mode and ﬁxed-angle mode, measurements of the same
concentrations of anti-HSA (0–666 nM) were repeated in ﬁxedangle mode. In angular-scan mode, the shift in the SPR dip angle
is observed, whereas in ﬁxed-angle mode the change in intensity
of the reﬂected light at a selected angle is measured [37]. For antiHSA the intensity of the reﬂected light at an angle of 65.90 ◦ was
monitored as a function of time (Fig. 5b). The obtained sensorgrams
showed less noise than observed in angular-scan mode, but for
low anti-HSA concentrations, the absolute signal was lower allowing detection down to 0.6 nM in both cases. Comparative results
of angle scanning vs. ﬁxed angle SPR measurements using the
here presented system, can be found in the supporting information (Table S1). The constructed binding curves for angular-scan
and ﬁxed-angle modes can be found in supporting information as
well (Fig. S9). Finally, the suitability of the developed SPR system for
afﬁnity assays was investigated by analyzing anti-HSA samples of
50 g/ml pre-incubated anti-HSA with different concentrations of
HSA (0–1000 g/ml) up to antibody binding saturating conditions.
Fitting the data obtained yielded an IC50 value of 11.23± 0.01 nM
(see supporting information for details).
In order to study the stability of the immobilized HSA on the
sensor surface further, a prepared aluminum oxide-HSA sensor was
stored in PBS for one week at 4 ◦ C. Then this sensor was used to
analyse the same concentrations of the anti-HSA sample in ﬁxedangle mode at 65.90 ◦ (Fig. S8). It was found that results obtained
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were very similar to the ones obtained using a freshly prepared
sensor (Fig. 5b) showing no loss of binding capacity.
4. Conclusions
This study presents an angle-scanning SPR system with variable wavelength selection. The performance of the system was
assessed by measuring full SPR curves (39–78 degrees) of different sensor materials exposed to air and an electrolyte solution
at wavelengths between 500 and 890 nm. The obtained data on
resonance angle, the width of the SPR dip, and the experimentally derived real and imaginary part of the refractive index, were
found to be close to theoretical values. The absolute resonance
angle values were signiﬁcantly different for the respective materials, but all materials showed a decrease of resonance angle
with increasing wavelength. The decline was most pronounced
in the visible range (600–750 nm). The width of the dip in the
SPR curves decreased with a longer wavelength of the incident
light. Hence, at longer wavelengths, the largest dynamic range
was obtained for measuring refractive index changes caused by
analyte adsorption or binding to the sensor surface. For all sensor materials, larger resonance angle shifts were observed upon
analyte adsorption when using the light of shorter wavelength.
However, at shorter wavelength, the resonance angle shift might
be outside the measurable angular range of the instrument. Moreover, at longer wavelengths for most sensor materials optimum
S/Ns were obtained and the penetration depth of the evanescent
wave into the sample increases. The applicability of SPR system was
demonstrated by probing the interaction between anti-HSA and
HSA immobilized on an aluminum oxide sensor surface. Speciﬁc
binding of anti-HSA could be detected down to 0.6 nM.
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